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Abstract
In neighborhood-based texture synthesis, adjacent local regions
need to satisfy color continuity constraints in order to avoid visible
seams. Such continuity constraints seriously restrict the variability
of synthesized textures, making it impossible to generate new tex-
tures by mixing multiple input textures with very different base col-
ors. In this paper, we propose to relax such restrictions and decom-
pose synthesis into two relatively disjoint stages. In the first stage,
an intermediate synthesized texture is generated by only consider-
ing the high frequency details during region search and matching.
Such a scheme broadens the search space during texture synthesis,
but may produce obvious seams due to large discontinuities in low
frequency components. In the second stage, instead of performing
local feathering along these discontinuities, we perform Laplacian
texture reconstruction, which retains the high frequency details but
computes new consistent low frequency components to eliminate
the seams. It does not only affect texels close to the discontinuities,
but also modifies the rest of the texels. Therefore, it can be viewed
as a global feature-preserving smoothing step, and is more effective
than local feathering. Experiments indicate that our two-stage syn-
thesis can produce desirable results for regular texture synthesis as
well as texture mixing from multiple sources.
CR Categories: I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional
Graphics and Realism—color, shading, shadowing, and texture;
I.4.3 [Image Processing]: Enhancement—filtering, registration
1 Introduction
Texture synthesis has been widely recognized as an important re-
search topic in computer graphics. Early texture synthesis algo-
rithms were based on global statistical models [Heeger and Bergen
1995; Simoncelli and Portilla 1998; Zhu et al. 1998]. Instead of
enforcing global statistics, preserving the local arrangement of pix-
els has proven to be more effective in terms of visual quality. This
intuition led to the recent neighborhood-based search-and-copy al-
gorithms [Efros and Leung 1999; Wei and Levoy 2000; Ashikhmin
2001; Liang et al. 2001; Hertzmann et al. 2001] and their optimized
versions [Efros and Freeman 2001; Kwatra et al. 2003]. Given a
small texture example, these algorithms can produce larger textures
that have similar texture elements and structures as the given ex-
ample. Every output texture from such neighborhood-based texture
synthesis is essentially a spatial rearrangement of the original local
regions in the given example. When there is only a single small
texture example, the number of possible rearrangements is actually
limited because adjacent local regions need to satisfy continuity re-
strictions.
We propose to relax such neighborhood-based texture synthesis
along two directions to improve the variability of the synthesized
results without compromising their visual quality. First, relax the
continuity restrictions. Previously, adjacent local regions in the out-
put texture are typically required to have pixelwise color similarity
in their overlapping portion. When a new local region needs to be
chosen from the texture example, such a stringent condition results
in a very small number of candidates and quite often zero candi-
dates. We suggest to relax such region matching by focusing on the
high frequency components only and overlooking the average color
and intensity. Indeed, it is the high frequency components that play
the most important role in characterizing a texture.
Second, allow multiple input texture examples. Sampling local
regions from a single small texture example can only produce very
limited variability. Ideally, example-based synthesis should gener-
ate results by sampling a large database. However, different textures
may be acquired by different imaging devices and/or settings, un-
der different illumination conditions, etc. Even the same real-world
texture, such as grass, can appear very different in different texture
images. Effectively sampling, matching and mixing local regions
from multiple texture examples simultaneously is nontrivial.
In this paper, we focus on surface texture synthesis and propose
a novel two-stage synthesis approach to accommodate these two
relaxations. In the first stage, an intermediate synthesized texture
is generated by only considering the high frequency details during
region search and matching. It is achieved by using both features
and rectified versions of the input textures. Each pixel value in
the rectified textures is defined by its original value normalized by
the accumulated intensity within a neighborhood, Such a scheme
broadens the search space during texture synthesis. It facilitates
sampling local regions from different texture examples as well as
placing regions with very different average colors and intensities
next to each other in the output texture. However, this intermedi-
ate texture has obvious seams due to large discontinuities in low
frequency components.
In the second stage, to seamlessly mix local regions together and
create smooth transitions among them, we perform Laplacian tex-
ture reconstruction which is in the same spirit of Poisson image
editing [Perez et al. 2003] and Laplacian surface editing [Sorkine
et al. 2004]. It retains the high frequency details, but computes new
consistent low frequency components for all local regions so that
the seams among them disappear. Therefore, it can be viewed as a
global feature-preserving smoothing step, and is more effective than
local feathering. The Laplacian operator extracts local differential
quantities which represent high frequency texture details. Given the
Laplacian of the intermediate texture, we set up a sparse linear sys-
tem with the new texture colors as the unknowns. The solution of
this system not only retains the original texture details, but also pro-
vides a consistent coloring to all the texels in the synthesized texture
without discontinuities along the boundaries of adjacent regions.
1.1 Related Work
This paper is partially inspired by the recent success of texture syn-
thesis [Heeger and Bergen 1995; Bonet 1997; Simoncelli and Por-
tilla 1998; Zhu et al. 1998; Efros and Leung 1999; Wei and Levoy
2000; Bar-Joseph et al. 2001; Ashikhmin 2001; Liang et al. 2001;
Efros and Freeman 2001; Hertzmann et al. 2001; Dischler et al.
2002; Zhang et al. 2003; Kwatra et al. 2003; Liu et al. 2004; Wu
and Yu 2004]. In 2D texture synthesis, many algorithms model
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textures as Markov Random Fields and generate textures by prob-
ability sampling [Zhu et al. 1998; Efros and Leung 1999; Wei and
Levoy 2000]. Some algorithms model textures as a set of features,
and generate new images by matching feature statistics, such as
histograms and co-occurrences, potentially across multiple resolu-
tions [Heeger and Bergen 1995; Bonet 1997; Simoncelli and Por-
tilla 1998; Bar-Joseph et al. 2001]. Recently, patch-based texture
synthesis [Liang et al. 2001; Efros and Freeman 2001; Kwatra et al.
2003; Wu and Yu 2004] achieved better results than the previous
methods in terms of both quality and efficiency. Feature continuity
on the boundary of two adjacent patches is an important issue and
[Efros and Freeman 2001; Kwatra et al. 2003; Wu and Yu 2004]
have attempted to alleviate this problem using dynamic program-
ming, graph cuts, and feature maps, respectively.
There have also been quite a few works [Turk 2001; Wei and
Levoy 2001; Soler et al. 2002; Zhang et al. 2003; Magda and Krieg-
man 2003; Bhat et al. 2004; Zelinka and Garland 2004] on gener-
alizing 2D texture synthesis onto meshes with arbitrary topology.
The method in [Wei and Levoy 2000] was generalized to meshes
in [Turk 2001; Wei and Levoy 2001], which perform hierarchical
vertex-based synthesis. A binary texton mask was introduced in
[Zhang et al. 2003] as guidance data to improve synthesis results
and reduce the number of broken features. Patch-based synthe-
sis has also been generalized to meshes [Soler et al. 2002; Magda
and Kriegman 2003]. A hierarchical patch-based approach was pre-
sented in [Soler et al. 2002] while Magda and Kriegman [2003] in-
troduced an efficient synthesis method on triangle meshes. A very
fast synthesis technique accelerated by precomputed Jump Maps
was introduced in [Zelinka and Garland 2004]. Neighborhood or
patch matching in these methods is directly based on color dif-
ferences instead of differences in high frequency components. In
[Bhat et al. 2004], texture synthesis was further generalized to geo-
metric detail synthesis over mesh surfaces.
Meanwhile, researchers have synthesized textures from multi-
ple input examples by mixing together different elements from
them [Heeger and Bergen 1995; Simoncelli and Portilla 1998; Bar-
Joseph et al. 2001; Wei 2001; Zhang et al. 2003]. In [Heeger and
Bergen 1995; Simoncelli and Portilla 1998], texture mixtures are
synthesized in the domain of steerable pyramids. In [Bar-Joseph
et al. 2001], statistical learning trees are used to mix textures. In
[Wei 2001], new texels in a synthesized mixture are grown by look-
ing at the distances to all the input examples simultaneously. On
the other hand, the technique in [Zhang et al. 2003] focuses on cre-
ating a progressive transition between different texture elements.
However, these texture mixing techniques cannot globally adjust
the colors of the mixed textures to make them more consistent with
each other.
2 Overview
The input to our algorithm is a triangle mesh as well as one or more
texture examples. The output is the same mesh covered with a tex-
ture synthesized from the given examples. In the case of multiple
input textures, the synthesized texture is a spatial mixture of the
texture elements from the texture examples.
Our Laplacian texture synthesis algorithm has three basic steps.
1. Apply a revised version of the method in [Magda and Krieg-
man 2003] to generate an initial texture patch assignment on
the mesh. The method in [Magda and Kriegman 2003] does
not directly synthesize textures on a mesh. Instead, it assigns
a triangular texture patch in the input textures to each trian-
gle in the mesh. The assigned texture patches of two adja-
cent triangles have a certain degree of continuity along their
shared edge. Our revised version tries to emphasize high fre-
quency details, but overlook the differences in the average col-
ors of local regions. At the end of this step, each triangle in
the mesh is associated with three pairs of texture coordinates
which record the locations of the corners of its corresponding
triangular texture patch in the input texture examples.
2. Each triangle in the mesh is tesselated with a high-resolution
grid and the assigned texture patch of the triangle is resam-
pled onto this grid. A graphcut algorithm is further executed
to refine the boundary between two adjacent texture patches
so that such a boundary is not necessarily coincidental with
the shared edge between two adjacent triangles any more. As
a result, the transitions of details among texture patches are
improved though their average colors may still be quite dif-
ferent.
3. Laplacian texture reconstruction is performed simultaneously
on all the resampled texture patches from the previous step to
eliminate the color discontinuities between adjacent patches.
The Laplacian at each grid point is obtained from the original
colors in the input texture examples.
3 Initial Texture Assignment
Our initial texture assignment is based on the method in [Magda
and Kriegman 2003], where a texton is defined to be a distinct local
texture neighborhood. By clustering all neighborhoods with a fixed
size from the given texture example, a small collection of textons
can be extracted. They are the representatives of the clusters. Dur-
ing synthesis, triangular texture patches are grown on the mesh one
by one to cover all the triangles. Note that each triangle in the mesh
shares an edge with at most three adjacent triangles. During each
step of synthesis, this method focuses on one triangle and counts
the number of its adjacent triangles that have been covered with
texture. If none of them has been covered, the current triangle is a
seed and should be covered with a random patch. If one of them
has been covered, we need to search for a texture patch in the given
texture example that agrees well with the texture on this adjacent
patch, which means that the two texton sequences on the shared
edge should be similar. This strategy can be easily generalized to
cases where two or three adjacent triangles are already covered with
textures.
To emphasize high frequency details but overlook differences in
average intensity and color, in our revised version of this method,
we utilize a rectified version of each input texture. The rectified
version of a texture is a greyscale image with a normalized inten-
sity value at each pixel. We set the initial greyscale value at a pixel
to be its luminance value which is a weighted average of the original
three color channels. Suppose we define an N × N neighborhood
for each pixel and the luminance at a neighbor (i, j) is Iij . The
luminance value at each pixel is further normalized by the accumu-
lated luminance in its neighborhood, which is (
∑
ij
I2ij)
1/2
. In this
rectified texture, we essentially have removed the low frequency
components, but retained the important high frequency details. We
only use greyscale values because they are weighted averages of
three color channels and contain high frequency details from all of
them. In practice, using greyscale values indeed can produce better
matching results than using three independent color channels. An
example of a rectified texture is shown in Fig. 1(b). In practice, we
set the size of the neighborhoods to be 11× 11.
In addition to the rectified textures, we also obtain a feature im-
age for each of the input texture examples. We first apply bilateral
filtering [Tomasi and Manduchi 1998] to remove noise while pre-
serving features. In the bilateral filter, the scale of the closeness
function σd is set to 2.0, and the scale of the similarity function σr
is set to 10 out of 256 greyscale levels. We then use finite differ-
ences along the two image axes as a simple gradient estimator to
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1: (a) The original PEBBLES texture. (b) The rectified greyscale image of (a). (c) A feature image of (a) obtained by filtering.
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Figure 2: (a) A fine grid defined within a triangle. (b) A graphcut is performed inside the quadrilateral region OAPB to obtain a refined
boundary between the two adjacent texture patches. (c) An extended hexagonal texture patch corresponding to ∆ABC in (b).
obtain an edge response at every pixel. The pixelwise gradient esti-
mation is used to form the feature images. An example of a feature
image is shown in Fig. 1(c).
In our revised version of the method in [Magda and Kriegman
2003], we use these rectified textures along with the feature images
as the input to texton clustering. Thus, the neighborhood corre-
sponding to each texton has a normalized greyscale pattern and a
feature pattern. Both patterns emphasize high frequency details.
In practice, weighted versions of these patterns are used for texton
clustering. The weight for the greyscale pattern is set to 1.0, and the
weight for the feature pattern is set to 0.3. These weighted patterns
are treated as different channels of the same texture neighborhood
during texton clustering. Once we have the collection of textons,
the rest of the synthesis steps follow [Magda and Kriegman 2003].
When there are multiple input textures, every time we need to
search for a texture patch for a triangle, we find the best candi-
date from each input texture and then choose among them the one
with the highest matching score. Usually, we would like to set up
for each input texture a target percentage in the output texture. To
approximately control the synthesis process using these target per-
centages, we define a Gaussian function for each input. The stan-
dard deviation of the Gaussian is set to be the target percentage of
the input texture. The function value of the Gaussian is used to
modulate the matching score. When the actual percentage is lower
than the target percentage, the Gaussian returns a large value which
does not obviously affect the matching score; when the actual per-
centage is higher than the target percentage, the Gaussian returns a
small value which significantly decreases the matching score. Thus,
these Gaussian functions implicitly control the likelihood of sam-
pling a specific input texture.
(a) (b)
Figure 3: (a) Initial texture patch assignment result with two of
the seams indicated by arrows. (b) Result obtained from boundary
refinement with Graphcut.
4 Texture Resampling and Boundary Re-
finement
Since we would like to perform boundary refinement on the tri-
angular texture patches and Laplacian reconstruction over the en-
tire synthesized texture, indexing the texture patch for each triangle
as three pairs of texture coordinates in the input texture space be-
comes insufficient. To facilitate these later steps, we resample the
texture patches onto a high-resolution grid over the original mesh
surface. The high-resolution grid within each triangle is set up us-
ing barycentric coordinates as shown in Fig. 2(a). That is, every
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edge of the triangle has the same number of sample points. We ac-
tually further enforce that all edges in the triangle mesh have the
same number of sample points. Thus, the subgrids within two adja-
cent triangles coincide on their shared edge to avoid T-junctions. If
the original triangle mesh has some overly large or elongated trian-
gles, we split those triangles in a preprocessing step while avoiding
T-junctions.
We resample the texture patches previously assigned to the tri-
angles onto this high-resolution grid. As shown in Fig. 2(b)-(c),
suppose a triangle ∆ABC in the mesh has a corresponding trian-
gular texture patch ∆A′B′C′ in one of the input texture examples.
To facilitate boundary refinement at a later step, we actually resam-
ple an area larger than ∆A′B′C′. Suppose ∆ABD, ∆BCE and
∆CAF are the three triangles adjacent to ∆ABC. Their centers
are P , Q and R, respectively. We first flatten these three triangles
onto the same plane where ∆ABC resides and obtain the new lo-
cations of their centers. From these new locations, we can further
obtain their corresponding locations P ′, Q′ and R′ in the 2D tex-
ture space. We resample the entire hexagonal area A′P ′B′Q′C′R′
in the texture space onto the corresponding region, APBQCR, of
the high-resolution grid. Thus, each resampled texture patch of a
triangle extends into its three adjacent triangles. Suppose the cen-
ter of ∆ABC is O. During this resampling, ∆OAB, ∆OBC and
∆OCA not only obtain color values from the texture patch origi-
nally assigned to ∆ABC, but also obtain a second color value from
the extended hexagonal patches corresponding to the three adjacent
triangles of ∆ABC.
During initial texture patch assignment discussed in the previ-
ous section, each triangle is assigned a triangular texture patch.
The boundary between two adjacent texture patches coincide with
the shared edge of their corresponding triangles. In a subsequent
boundary refinement procedure, we apply the graphcut algorithm
in [Kwatra et al. 2003] to refine the boundaries between resam-
pled texture patches on the high-resolution grid. We need to take
into account the extended hexagonal texture patches to perform this
procedure. Consider triangles ∆ABC and ∆ABD in Fig. 2(b).
Suppose their hexagonal texture patches are HTPO and HTPP ,
respectively. These two texture patches have an overlapping quadri-
lateral region, OAPB. We set up a minimum graph cut problem as
follows. The grid points closest to OA and OB are constrained to
have colors from the texture patch HTPO while the grid points
closest to PA and PB are constrained to have colors from the
patch HTPP . The vertices A and B also have fixed colors. We
then seek a minimum graph cut between A and B and within the
region OAPB. The algorithm in [Kwatra et al. 2003] is applied
to find this cut which can provide a better transition between the
high frequency details of the two texture patches than the original
boundary. The grid points falling on the same side of the cut as
O obtain colors from patch HTPO while the grid points on the
other side of the cut obtain colors from patch HTPP . Note that we
still use the rectified textures during boundary refinement because
the original texture colors may have large discontinuities along the
triangle edges, which prevent the graphcut algorithm to find a dif-
ferent cut that provides better transition for high frequency details.
Fig. 3(a)-(b) demonstrate the effectiveness of this boundary refine-
ment procedure.
Since the colors of the mesh vertices are not refined at all dur-
ing the aforementioned boundary refinement, we also designed an-
other graphcut procedure specifically tailored for them. We first
define an umbrella region centered at each vertex, and then flat-
ten that region onto a parameterization plane. A subsequent graph
cut is performed in this flattened region to refine the boundaries of
the texture patches there. However, in our experiments, we have
not observed any obvious improvements in visual quality due to
this vertex-centric refinement. Therefore, we leave it as an optional
step.
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Figure 4: The 1-ring structure of a vertex, vi.
5 Laplacian Texture Reconstruction
The synthesis process in the previous sections focuses on high fre-
quency details. We call the surface texture synthesized by the pre-
vious steps the intermediate texture. There are obvious seams inbe-
tween adjacent texture patches in the intermediate texture because
of discontinuities in the low frequency components. To remove
these large discontinuities while still preserving high frequency tex-
ture details, we present a texture reconstruction technique based
on the Laplacian operator which encodes high frequency features.
Given the estimated Laplacians of the intermediate texture, the re-
construction process tries to obtain a new continuous surface tex-
ture which can reproduce the Laplacians. The reconstruction pro-
cess uses the high-resolution grid previously generated for texture
resampling.
5.1 A Weighted Laplacian Operator
The Laplacian of a vertex vi in the high-resolution grid is computed
by collecting the colors of its 1-ring neighbors as shown in Fig. 4.
To compensate the non-uniform shape of the triangles, Fujiwara
weights [Fujiwara 1995] are used:
L(vi) = −
∑
0≤j<N(i)
1
eij
(ci − cij ), (1)
where vij is a vertex directly connected to vi, eij represents the
edge length between vi and vij , ci and cij represent the colors at
the vertices, and N(i) represents the number of neighboring ver-
tices of vi. This Laplacian operator can also be rewritten as:
L(vi) = −
∑
0≤j<N(i)
Lf (vi,vij ,vij+1), (2)
where Lf (vi,vij ,vij+1) = 12eij (ci − cij ) +
1
2eij+1
(ci − cij+1).
Lf (vi,vij ,vij+1) only involves the three vertices of a triangular
face in the 1-ring structure of vi. This formulation allows us to
consider the Laplacian operator as a summation of these facewise
terms.
Since we would like to remove discontinuities along patch
boundaries but still preserve original high frequency features within
the texture patches, it is desirable to have spatially adaptive smooth-
ing. To achieve this goal, we designed a weighted Laplacian opera-
tor which imposes potentially different weights on the edges. Eqs.
(1) and (2) thus become
Lw(vi) = −
∑
0≤j<N(i)
wij
eij
(ci − cij ) (3)
= −
∑
0≤j<N(i)
Lfw(vi,vij ,vij+1), (4)
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where wij is a positive weight for the edge between vi and
vij , and Lfw(vi,vij ,vij+1) is also a facewise term similar to
Lf (vi,vij ,vij+1). If both vi and vij are from the same texture
patch, we simply set wij = 1; otherwise, wij can be either smaller
or larger than 1. If the weight of an edge is less than 1, the bonding
between the two vertices of the edge is weakened, and there is less
smoothing across the edge. Too small a weight may increase the
stiffness of the resulting linear system discussed in the next section.
5.2 Laplacian Reconstruction
Given the Laplacians of the intermediate texture, we would like to
reconstruct a new texture with the same Laplacians. Therefore, we
set up a linear system with one equation per vertex. The equation
for vertex vi is expressed as
−
∑
0≤j<N(i)
(
wij
2eij
(ci − cij ) +
wij+1
2eij+1
(ci − cij+1)) = Li, (5)
where ci and cij represent unknown vertex colors in the new texture
we would like to solve and Li represents the estimated Laplacian
of the intermediate texture at vi using Eq. (3). The left hand side
of this equation is actually the weighted Laplacian of the unknown
new texture at vi. Since the weighted Laplacian is a linear operator,
this equation is a linear equation of the unknown vertex colors. Note
that if the textures have three color channels, there are three equa-
tions for each vertex. The collection of equations for all the vertices
form a sparse linear system which has a symmetric coefficient ma-
trix. Since the Laplacian operator is translation invariant, we need
to fix the color of at least one vertex in order to obtain a unique
solution of the linear system. Such fixed colors essentially form
a boundary condition of the equations. We use a preconditioned
(Incomplete Choleskey Factorization) conjugate gradient method
[Golub and Loan 1996] to efficiently solve this system.
5.2.1 Laplacian estimation at patch boundaries.
There are additional details concerning the estimation of the right
hand side of Eq. (5) since the intermediate texture consists of
patches with discontinuities on their boundaries. According to Eq.
(3), the weighted Laplacian of a vertex can be estimated by accu-
mulating a simpler term, Lfw(vi,vij ,vij+1), over all the triangular
faces surrounding the vertex. However, a triangle may stride two or
more texture patches. We summarize the estimation of this term as
follows.
• If vi, vij and vij+1 belong to the same patch, we directly use
their colors to estimate Lfw(vi,vij ,vij+1).
• If the three vertices belong to two different patches, we should
not directly use their existing colors because there may be
a large gap among them. Since there must be a dominant
patch having two of the three vertices, during the estimation
of Lfw(vi,vij ,vij+1), the color of the third vertex should be
taken from an extended version of the dominant patch to avoid
large gaps.
• If the three vertices belong to three different patches, we sim-
ply randomly choose a dominant patch from the three. The
colors of the other two vertices are taken from an extended
version of that dominant patch.
5.2.2 Global Reconstruction.
When the average brightness and color of the patches in the inter-
mediate texture differ significantly (e.g. when they are from dif-
ferent complicated textures), we set up a sparse boundary condi-
tion and simultaneously solve the system of equations in (5) to re-
move the differences. As mentioned earlier, the boundary condition
should consist of at least one constraint on the variables. A simplest
equality constraint is declared by setting the color of a vertex to be
a fixed value. Such constraints reduce the number of variables in
the linear system. The reduced linear system has a unique solution.
The user can choose to interactively specify such constraints. In the
absence of user-defined constraints, our program chooses to fix the
colors at the centers of a random subset of the patches in the mesh.
A more sophisticated constraint is defined by setting a linear com-
bination of the vertex colors to be a fixed value. For example, we
experimented with setting the average of all vertex colors to be a
fixed value. Such linear constraints can be integrated into the linear
system by considering them as additional equations. When there
is exactly one linear constraint, the resulting enhanced linear sys-
tem has a unique solution which defines a globally continuous new
surface texture. When there are more than one linear constraints,
the system becomes overdetermined, and a least-squares solution
should be obtained.
5.2.3 Local Reconstruction
When the average brightness and color of the patches in the inter-
mediate texture are similar (e.g. when they are all from the same
sample texture), locally reconstruct the texture can produce good
results with much less computational cost than the global recon-
struction. This is done by imposing color constraints on all the
boundary vertices of the texture patches. The constrained color for
every boundary vertex vi is computed by simply blending the ex-
isting colors in its 1-ring structure,
cfixed(vi) =
1
N(i)
∑
0≤j<N(i)
cij , (6)
where the neighboring vertices of vi, {vij}, may belong to dif-
ferent patches. These dense color constraints effectively disconnect
the texture patches from each other. The resulting linear system can
be solved patch by patch. In practice, this scheme is a few times
faster than the global reconstruction. Nevertheless, it only propa-
gates information within each texture patch, which makes it better
than local feathering along the patch boundaries but prevents it from
resolving color differences on patches that are remote to each other.
Therefore, this local scheme provides a tradeoff between quality
and efficiency.
Fig. 5 demonstrates the visual quality of both local and global
texture reconstruction. In the intermediate textures, there are obvi-
ous seams among the patches due to differences in low frequency
components. Local Laplacian reconstruction can certainly remove
these seams and create smooth transitions among the patches.
However, it fails to produce large-scale changes that would make
the base colors of the patches more consistent. On the other
hand, global Laplacian reconstruction can perform such large-scale
changes and produce more desirable results. To fully test the capa-
bility of global reconstruction, in the last example shown in Fig. 5,
we artificially add a large random color shift to every texture patch
in the intermediate texture. Global reconstruction can successfully
remove these large color shifts and recover a consistent base color
for all the patches. The reconstructed surface texture appears simi-
lar to the original input texture.
6 Additional Experimental Results
We have conducted a large number of experiments on surface tex-
ture synthesis and mixing using the algorithm developed in this
paper. Besides the examples shown in Fig. 5, we show a few
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# mesh vertices/faces # grid vertices/faces
Bunny 2503 / 5002 640258 / 1280512
Camel 2444 / 4884 625154 / 1250304
Pawn 510 / 1016 130050 / 260096
V-shape 170 / 336 43010 / 86016
Table 1: The number of vertices and faces of the original meshes
and their corresponding fine grids used in this paper.
Initial Refinement Local / Global Lapl
Bunny 8 5 13 / 25
Camel 3 4 13 / 28
Pawn ¡ 1 1 2 / 4.5
Table 2: The average running times (in seconds) of different stages
of our algorithm on three meshes. These times were measured on a
3.2GHz AMD processor. ”Initial” refers to the initial texture patch
assignment stage; ”Refinement” refers to the texture resampling
and boundary refinement stage; ”Local/Global Lapl” refers to lo-
cal and global Laplacian texture reconstruction.
additional results in Fig. 6. The first example in Fig. 6 gives a
good demonstration on the fact that our algorithm can significantly
improve the variability of the synthesized textures. The original
FLOWERS texture has too few color variations. Extending such a
texture over a large surface area would not make the result very ap-
pealing. By mixing it with the two leaf textures, the synthesized
results become more interesting. In the first row of Fig. 6, the
left one is the local reconstruction result while the right one is the
global reconstruction result. In this particular case, both of them
look interesting. The local result retains the rich colors of the three
input textures while the global result has a smooth and subtle color
change over the entire mesh.
The statistics of the meshes used in this paper are summarized in
Table 1. The running times of various stages of our algorithm are
also summarized in Table 2.
7 Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed to decompose texture synthesis into two
relatively disjoint stages. In the first stage, an intermediate synthe-
sized texture is generated by only considering the high frequency
details during neighborhood search and matching. In the second
stage, we perform Laplacian texture reconstruction which retains
the high frequency details but computes consistent low frequency
components. It does not only affect texels close to discontinuities,
but also modifies the rest of the texels. Therefore, it can be viewed
as a global feature-preserving smoothing step, and is more effec-
tive than local feathering. Experiments indicate that our two-stage
synthesis can produce desirable results for regular texture synthe-
sis as well as texture mixing from multiple sources. In future, we
would like to implement Laplacian reconstruction and other time-
consuming steps on GPUs to achieve interactive performance.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 5: (a) Input texture examples. (b) Synthesized intermediate textures with color discontinuities among patches. (c) Textures computed
from local Laplacian reconstruction. (d) Textures computed from global Laplacian reconstruction. Note that local reconstruction works
reasonably well for the texture mixture in the first row because the colors of the mixed texture patches are not too different. However,
for the remaining three mixture examples, global reconstruction produces more natural and consistent low frequency components. The
intermediate texture in the last row is artificially modified by adding a random color shift to each texture patch. Global texture reconstruction
can successfully remove such color shifts.
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Figure 6: Additional surface texture synthesis and mixing results.
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